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Introduction 

A lesson to be learned from history: violent extremism deserve no place within the global               

community. We have witnessed times of terror where these contagious ideologies infect only a few to                

begin with, only to culminate in an enslaved army. These are blinded armies that do not hesitate to                  

violate the human rights of the innocent, even a child. Nazi Germany is the most fitting example to                  

portray the dangers extremist ideologies pose. At the end of the day, the scariest of all is how “ideas are                    

bulletproof”. Today, decades after the fall of Nazi Germany, there are still thousands who vehemently               

follow Nazism. We must ask ourselves, why? That is a pertinent question we must answer in light of the                   

turbulence within the Middle East. 

Home to many of the world’s extremist ideologies, the Middle East is perpetually plagued with               

warfare and instability. The Syrian conflict. Israel against Palestine. Finally, the Islamic State of Iraq and                

Syria (ISIS). Commonly referred to as “ISIS”, they took the world by storm with the release of an explicit,                   

graphic video showing the execution of an American citizen. The star of all headlines, any actions                

concerning ISIS were swiftly brought to international eyes by the never-blinking media. With more              

atrocities committed by ISIS being brought to light, the world’s patience ran thin. Appalled and infuriated,                

the global community called for action against ISIS. Multiple international coalitions were formed,             

exemplifying near-unanimous, international support for the eradication of ISIS. And so played a             

traumatizing episode of terror within the Middle East filled with nothing but bloodshed. 

At the very heart of the issue lies ISIS’ ideology and just one question: how can we, as a global                    

community, deter the influence of ISIS’ ideology? Unfortunately, this is no simple question. The solution               

to this question is much more complicated than taking a gun and pointing it at someone’s head.                 

Bombarding ISIS with weapons does indeed protect the innocent today, but there is no telling where the                 
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ideology will sprout tomorrow. Although ISIS has lost its caliphate, its ideology remains unshaken. It is up                 

to you to decide. 

 

Definition of Key Terms 

Terrorism 

As defined by UN Security Council Resolution 1566 (2004): “criminal acts, including against             

civilians, committed with the intent to cause death or serious bodily injury, or taking of hostages, with the                  

purpose to provoke a state of terror in the general public or in a group of persons or particular persons,                    

intimidate a population or compel a government or an international organization to do or to abstain from                 

doing any act.” These criminal acts are typically justified with a particular political, religious, or ideological                

belief. 

Violent Extremism 

Although there is no accepted universal definition of “violent extremism”, many individual            

definitions are very much similar to the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation’s: “encouraging, condoning,              

justifying, or supporting the commission of a violent act to achieve political, ideological, religious, social,               

or economic goals.” 

Sectarianism 

Excessive attachment to a particular sect founded upon an in-group out-group dynamic (and thus              

inherently discriminatory). Within the Middle East, sectarianism typically refers to the Sunni Shia conflict              

that has been raging on for decades; in a nutshell, Sunnis and Shia are fighting each other 

 

Background Information 

The Inception of ISIS 

The birth of ISIS dates back several decades, beginning in 1979 when the Soviet Union invaded                

Afghanistan to protect its puppet dictator from rebels. Young men from all over the Middle East joined the                  

rebels’ cause mostly for religious purposes. Two groups were formed: Al-Qaeda by Osama Bin Laden               

and another group soon to evolve into ISIS by Abu Musab Al-Zarqawi. Later in 2003, the US invaded                  

Iraq and toppled its dictator, Saddam Hussein, disbanding the Iraqi army in the process. Frustrated and                

angered, Sunni ex-soldiers joined a Sunni insurgency against the US. Other Sunnis from around the               
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Middle East saw this as a repeat of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and joined as well. Zarqawi’s                  

group is one of them, and they deliberately attacked Shia people as well, sparking a Sunni-Shia civil war.                  

Al-Qaeda then forms an alliance with the Sunni insurgency in Iraq to create the Al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI),                  

but it is short-lived. The 2011 Arab Spring sparks protests and Bashar Al-Assad, president of Syria,                

violently cracks down on protests, leading to a civil war. Fearing international disapproval, Assad              

released jihadists to the rebels to portray them as extremists. What was left of AQI, now known as the                   

Islamic State in Iraq (ISI), expanded into Syria, officially becoming ISIS. 

The Rise of ISIS 

Throughout a few years, ISIS has made unprecedented gains on territory in the Middle East               

compared to other terrorist groups. To sustain such a large, nomadic insurgency, ISIS has no choice but                 

to conquer more territory in order to sustain themselves economically. ISIS cleverly targets significant              

locations of great economic value. In early June 2014, ISIS took control of Mosul, the second-largest city                 

in Iraq and an important hub in the oil industry. They pressed on to conquer Tikrit, home to Iraq’s largest                    

oil facility. Oil was a main source of income for ISIS, and them securing it meant reliable source of                   

sustenance for them to continue their insurgency. Establishing a foothold within a reliable source allowed               

ISIS to fearlessly expand their operations. 

Soon, ISIS moves their cause into the internet, glorifying their beheadings and their ideologies.              

According to the U.S. State Department, approximately 90,000 tweets are publicized a day by ISIS. They                

aim to capture the religious fervency of young and naive Muslims overseas into joining their cause.                

Already with a foot inside foreign territory, ISIS begins to launch attacks abroad to garner even more                 

international attention. In the November of 2015, ISIS launched an attack in Paris, killing 129 people and                 

wounding hundreds more. 

Recent Developments 

As of October 2017, Raqqa, the self-proclaimed capital of ISIS’ caliphate, has fallen to Kurdish               

and Sunni Arab forces. This marked a symbolic victory for the global community, and a devastating                

defeat for ISIS. Despite being forced onto the brink of collapse, ISIS has not yet been completely                 

eradicated. Two months after the fall of Raqqa, ISIS killed 41 people and injured 90 in a suicide attack in                    

Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan. Hassan Hassan, co-writer of New York Times Bestseller ISIS: Inside               

the Army of Terror, evaluates this attack as the beginning of a novel, sectarian strategy freshly adopted                 

by ISIS. 

A Sectarian Narrative 
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According to Hassan, ISIS has sought to portray themselves as “the defender of Sunnis,”              

consistently utilizing sectarian rhetoric to drive such a message. By consistently assaulting not             

only Shia but also Christians and other religious minorities, ISIS may very well plan to exploit the                 

deep divides that have always existed in the Middle East. Furthermore, sectarianism is a chief               

source of conflict within Middle East politics already, which means ISIS has space and              

opportunity to grow by capitalizing on the sectarianist politics to recruit extremists. No longer a               

sectarian caliphate, ISIS is now a sectarian insurgency still capable of horrible acts of terror. 

 

Key Issues 

Ideological Violence 

The strength of ISIS is not built in their endurance or weapons, but something far more                

threatening. The strength of ISIS lies in their sectarian ideology, something so deeply ingrained into the                

daily lives in the Middle East that it is of no surprise ISIS was able to grow to such an unprecedented                     

scale. That is also where the problem of the issue lies: not in how to shelter innocent people or push                    

back ISIS with weapons of our own, but to shield the global community from something intangible and so                  

abstract. Even with the complete eradication of ISIS, there is no telling when another ISIS-like group may                 

appear. To be fair, the complete eradication of these ideologies are quite difficult as well, near                

impossible, really. The Neo-Nazis today are a testify to the fact that ideologies are almost impossible to                 

get rid of. Nonetheless, it is still possible to make sure most people don’t follow extreme ideologies as                  

well as having measures in place to deter the influence of those who adhere to such ideologies. 

Violence Iceberg 

The Violence Iceberg concept simplifies violence into two simple stratums: the surfaced            

tip of the iceberg (the part we can see), and the part below the surface. The tip is direct violence                    

that is easy to witness: punches, shootings, etc. Addressing direct violence only uses short-term              

solutions that may cease the violence as of now, but does not lower the chances of future                 

violence all too much. Combatting the violence under the surface, however, entails long-term             

solutions that chip away at the root cause of violence: our beliefs and decisions. By getting rid of                  

the simple thought of committing any acts of violence, violence will not occur. 
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Caption #1: The Violence Iceberg, Simplified 

ISIS Abroad 

ISIS has suffered major damage to its cause as its caliphate crumbled. However, the global               

community must stand ready as the ISIS insurgency has definitely not died out, and this can be said for                   

the ISIS insurgencies abroad. The intelligence unit of ISIS, known as “Emni” in Arabic, has been                

thoroughly plotting and coordinating attacks on foreign countries ever since their formal establishment.             

More than just driving foreign assaults, Emni moreover recruits and reroutes all followers to best suit their                 

plans. Without a doubt, Emni is an integral part of ISIS, acting as the brain of ISIS foreign activities. 

An Extreme Environment 

The Middle East is easily combustible; any misstep may result in catastrophic consequences             

which could very well repeat the US invasion of Iraq. Due to many unfavorable operations within the                 

Middle East, there is a very real anti-US sentiment that drives many of the terrorist groups. The global                  

community should learn from this and acknowledge that solutions presented must definitely take into              

account the view of the local people lest there be rise of another terrorist behemoth. 

Furthermore, it should be comprehended how extremism becomes popular. Typically, extremism           

is a savior for many during desperate times. The rise of the Nazi party in Germany is such a case; the                     

Treaty of Versailles crippled Germany so intensely that the people felt compelled to turn towards an                

extreme force to save them from such a deep pitfall. In the Middle East’s case, it is their sectarian                   

tendency rising out of their radically different interpretations of Islam. This concern is inherent to their                

religious politics and thus makes it extremely hard to deal with. 
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This ties in within the aforementioned key issue: the violence iceberg. If you step back and take a                  

look at the bigger picture, you will see the Middle East as a region with a vast amount of cultural                    

differences and extreme conditions, the perfect fuel for extremist violence. Understanding the Middle             

East as a sectarianist region and the conditions attached to this region will help with creating novel                 

solutions in combating ISIS’ ideological influence. 

 

Major Parties Involved and Their Views 

Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) 

The ultimate goal of ISIS is to establish a permanent caliphate. With its roots primarily in Iraq and                  

Syria, ISIS takes full advantage of its sectarian nature to wage war against Iraq’s Shia majority as well as                   

capitalize on Syria’s instability to thrive. 

Salafism 

ISIS is a Salafist-jihadist extremist terrorist group that operates on the ideology of             

Salafism, an ultra-conservative branch within Sunni Islam. Gilles Kepel, a French political            

scientist and Arabist who specialized in the contemporary Middle East, described Salafist            

jihadism as an ideology that combined “respect for the sacred texts in their most literal form, …                 

with an absolute commitment to jihad, whose number-one target had to be America, perceived as               

the greatest enemy of the faith.” This ideology is a justification for Isis to commit human rights                 

atrocities, all for their ultimate goal of establishing a permanent caliphate. 

United States of America 

Under the Obama administration, weapons, training, and support was provided to coalition forces             

within the Middle East and sustained airstrikes on Isis strongholds were common. There was, however,               

“no boots on the ground”. Obama and the American people likewise all disapproved of sending in                

American infantry, firmly believing that such a course of action would only worsen the unstable situation                

within the Middle East. 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

US and its allies within NATO have already been cooperating in the eradication of ISIS               

since 2014. It all began at a NATO summit in which the US convinced 10 countries (UK, France,                  

Australia, Germany, Canada, Turkey, Italy, Poland and Denmark) to form an anti-ISIS coalition .              

Gradually, this anti-ISIS coalition expanded to incorporate 33 further members as well as the              

France-led coalition in Paris. John Kerry, US Secretary of State, announced to coalition members              
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that this anti-ISIS coalition is “more than simply a military coalition” and that “destroying Daesh               

[ISIS] is going to require defeating the ideology, the funding, the recruitment…”. Recently, in May               

of 2017, NATO has formally declared to enter US’ anti-ISIS coalition. NATO’s involvement would              

not entail combat but instead support through training and providing logistics. 

Russian Federation 

Russia is a key actor in the fight against ISIS, leading a coalition consisting of Iraq, Iran, Syria,                  

and itself. “Joint information centers” were set up in Baghdad to coordinate efforts against ISIS through                

the “gathering, processing and analyzing” of information. Iran would play the leading role in ground               

operations while Russia and Syria would coordinate air operations to assist Iran. With recent, major               

victories, Russia has been pulling out its military assets from Syria gradually. On March 14, 2016,                

Vladimir Putin “declared mission accomplished” and claimed to withdraw his troops from Syria, as goals               

set out by Syria and Russia have “in large part, been fulfilled”. A year later, with the defeat of ISIS at the                      

capital of their caliphate, Putin believed that ISIS was largely defeated and thus ordered a similar                

withdrawal of troops. However, it should be noted that capable Russian air forces still remain. 

 

Timeline of Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events 

Date Description of event 

October 17th, 2017 

Fall of ISIS Caliphate 

The Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) successfully retook Raqqa from ISIS, 

marking an end to the ISIS caliphate, reducing ISIS back to an insurgency. 

May 25th, 2017 

NATO  

NATO formally joins the US-led anti-ISIS coalition, a success of Donald Trump 

in sharpening their focus on terrorism. Initially blocked by Germany and France, 

they finally agreed in a meeting at Brussels. 

December 9th, 2017 

The Ousting of ISIS in Iraq 

The Iraq military has claimed that ISIS has finally been driven from all of Iraq’s 

territory, has taken full control of the Iraqi-Syrian border, and is finally “fully 

liberated”. This whole process took more than three years and approximately 

25,000 coalition airstrikes. 

December 11th, 2017 Russia’s Withdrawal 
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Russia has announced a heavy withdrawal of troops within Syria seeing how 

ISIS is on the brink of collapse. 

 

Relevant UN Treaties and Events 

● Threats to international peace and security caused by terrorist acts, 20 November 2015 

(S/RES/2249) 
● Expansion of sanctions framework, 17 December 2015 (S/RES/2253) 
● Threats to international peace and security caused by terrorist acts, 20 July 2017 (S/RES/2368) 
● Threats to international peace and security, 21 September 2017 (S/RES/2379) 
● The Threat of Foreign Terrorist Fighters, 21 December 2017 (S/RES/2396) 

 

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 

The global community’s go-to solution is shooting and bombing ISIS. While it has indeed proven               

effective, being able to massively reduce ISIS’ hold on Syrian and Iraqi territory as well as finally ending                  

its caliphate, the extremist ideology remains. Proponents of this “call to arms” solution would argue that                

taking such forceful measures secures the immediate security of those in the Middle East as well as                 

depletes ISIS’ resources heavily. This argument is perfectly sound but it fails to prevent further               

insurgencies. This solution is a short-term, reactive perspective on ISIS’ actions. It works only to protect                

the community here and now, thus, solutions to act as a prevention of future attacks are also needed in                   

conjunction with ongoing solutions. 

To be a bit more specific, the international community typically used two methods of combating               

ISIS: armed opposition and economic sanctions. The combination of these two methods serves to cripple               

ISIS’ fighting power to ensure the safety of the region as well as cripple ISIS’ economic status to ensure                   

that ISIS is unable to obtain resources to sustain themselves. Furthermore, any country supporting ISIS,               

even indirectly, will have economic consequences leveraged against them, lowering the chances of ISIS              

to establish trade relationships. Various resolutions have been passed throughout the years to push              

these two methods forward and have been met favorably by the international community. These              

solutions have proven to be effective, being able to end ISIS’ caliphate recently. Of course, this may                 

point to the notion that these solutions could be re-used to combat the weakened ISIS now, but bear in                   

mind that the point of this debate shall rest on the influence of “post-caliphate” ISIS. Their “influence” will                  

now largely lie on their ideology instead of the group and its ability to fight. 
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Possible Solutions 

As aforementioned, the international coalitions are largely lacking ways to prevent further terrorist             

attacks or the formation of new ones based on extremist ideologies. Granted, it is extremely tough for                 

foreigners to intervene in the Middle East’s sectarian, and at times rather extreme, politics. The US                

invasion of Iraq exemplifies how one mistake on a foreign actors part could bring about such detrimental,                 

international consequences. At the end of the day, it is all about finding a perfect balance between too                  

much foreign and too little foreign influence, and in that perfect balance, determining a comprehensive               

system in dealing with the extremist ideologies plaguing the Middle East. 

To begin, the one of the more successful solutions would endeavor to wipe out ISIS’ extremist                

ideology, or at least shelter people from it. This can be done through two ways: 1) maintaining social,                  

economic, and political stability so there is no need to turn to extreme measures 2) ensuring people                 

avoid as much contact as possible with extremist ideologies and have competent authorities educate the               

people as education is the very foundation for people to concoct novel solutions as opposed to simple                 

violence. Both are extremely difficult solutions to implement and enforce. The Middle East is known to be                 

an unstable region and thus states must devote an abundance of resources in order to make it happen,                  

and many states are not willing to go that far. Refer to Appendix I (below) for a much stronger in-depth                    

analysis on the prevention on violent extremism! 

A powerful solution in dealing with the threat of post-caliphate ISIS is a powerful society able to                 

resist their extremist beliefs. At the heart of a steadfast society is a robust infrastructure. This                

encompasses all critical aspects of society: transportation, education, finance, health care, law, etc. As a               

result, bulking infrastructures especially in regions tarnished by warfare is absolutely essential. This also              

effectively establishes fronts against ISIS and their extremist ideology. 
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